
#25 ODU vs. # 7 Central Michigan 
Location: Norfolk, Va. 
Venue: Ted Constant Convocation Center 
Attendance: 293 
All Rankings are from InterMat 

FINAL SCORE: 
#7 Central Michigan defeats #25 ODU, 23-14 

125: #7 James Nicholson (ODU) wins by decision over #10 Matt Steintrager (CMU), 3-1 OT 
133: #9 Scotti Sentes (CMU) wins by major decision over Justin LaValle (ODU), 12-0 
141: Conor Beebe (CMU) win by decision over Craig Wilson (ODU), 7-3 OT 
149: #11 Tony D’Alie (CMU) win by major decision over Cam Watkins (ODU), 13-4 
157: Donnie Corby (CMU) win by decision over Joey Sheridan (ODU), 7-1 
165: #14 Chris Brown (ODU) win by decision over #19 Tyler Grayson (CMU), 3-1 OT 
174: #9 Ben Bennett (CMU) fall over Eric Decker (ODU), 4:06 
184: Joe Budi (ODU) win by major decision over Dillon Kern (CMU), 9-0 
197: #13 Jesse Strawn (ODU) win by major decision over Eric Simaz (CMU), 8-0 
HWT: #3 Jarod Trice (CMU) win by decision over Grant Chapman (ODU), 11-4 
 
Notes 

125: Scoreless first period between the two Top-10 wrestlers…Steintrager chose down to start 
the second and escaped nine second in (1-0)…Nicholson started down to begin the third and 
escaped in eight seconds to tie the match 1-1…Stale warning issued to Steintrager early in 
overtime…Nicholson chose down to start the second overtime period and recorded a reversal 
12 seconds (3-1)…Steintrager started down and Nicholson held him for the entire 30 seconds to 
win 3-1. 
133: Sentes records a takedown 45 seconds into the opening period and then gets two back 
points with 47 seconds left in the round to go up 4-0…Sentes started down in the second period 
and got a reversal just 13 seconds in (6-0)…Sentes gets three backpoints with 15 seconds to go 
in the period to go into the last round up 9-0…Started third neutral and Sentes posted another 
takedown 30 seconds in (11-0)…Stale warning issued to LaValle with 20 seconds left in final 
round…5:37 of riding time gave Sentes the 12-0 major decision. 
141: Wilson registers a takedown to take the early advantage 45 seconds into the first 
period…Beebe escapes 21 seconds later (2-1)…Beebe starts down to start the second and 
escapes to tie the match just five seconds in…Wilson starts down to begin the third and is held 
down for 1:58 but escapes with two seconds to send the match into overtime…Beebe had 1:34 
of riding time…Beebe recorded a takedown and two near fall points with under 10 seconds to 



go in overtime to win 7-3.  
149: Takedown for D’Alie 52 seconds into the first period…Watkins escaped (2-1)…Watkins 
started down to start the second and escaped to tie the bout at 2-2…D’Alie takedown with just 
over a minute to go in the second…Watkins escaped immediately (4-3)…D’Alie posted another 
takedown just 10 seconds later (6-3)…Watkins issued a stale warning before the end of the 
second…D’Alie began down to open the third and escaped 33 seconds in (7-3)…Takedown 
D’Alie with 1:07 left in the bout (9-3)…D’Alie allowed Watkins to escape (9-4)…D’Alie awarded a 
point for an ODU stale and D’Alie posted another takedown to go up 12-4…With 2:08 of riding 
time, D’Alie got the major decision 13-4. 
157: Corby gets a takedown 30 seconds into the match and is awarded three back points to go 
up 5-0…Corby started the second period down and immediately escaped (6-0)…Sheridan began 
the third period down and got an escape (6-1)…With the riding time in hand (2:44) Corby 
attempted to get the major decision but couldn’t take down Sheridan. 
165: Scoreless first period between the two Top-20 wrestlers…Brown chose down to start the 
second and escaped 35 seconds in to grab the early lead (1-0)…Grayson started down to begin 
the third and escaped in 13 seconds (1-1)…Stale warning issued to Grayson with a minute to 
go…Brown posts a takedown with 13 seconds left in overtime to win the match 3-1. 
174: Scoreless first period…Bennett started down and escaped and then posted the pin at the 
4:06 mark. 
184: Budi posts a takedown 57 seconds in (2-0)…Budi started down and got a reversal just 10 
seconds into the second period…Budi awarded three back points with 40 seconds to go (7-
0)…Stale warning issued to Kern…Budi awarded a point after a second Kern stale (8-0)…5:24 of 
riding time awarded for a 9-0 Budi major decision. 
197: ODU takedown 20 seconds in and two back points a minute in gave Strawn a 4-0 
lead…Strawn started down in the second and escaped in 13 seconds (5-0)…With over two 
minutes in riding time, Strawn needed a takedown and got it with 15 seconds left to get the 
major decision. 
285: Trice got a takedown 20 seconds in and he allowed Chapman to escape (2-1)…Trice posted 
another takedown at the 2:00 mark and Chapman escaped (4-2)…Trice starts down to being the 
second period and escapes in seven seconds (5-2)…Trice gets his third takedown of the bout 40 
seconds into the second stanza (7-2)…Stall warning called on Chapman at the end of the 
second…Chapman starts down and immediately comes up (7-3)…Trice gets a take down with a 
little over a minute remaining in the match and Chapman gets an escape (9-4)…Stall called on 
Chapman (10-4)…With 1:28 of riding time, Trice wins 11-4. 
 

 


